LOCATION

Welcome to a country-house resort, set in the spectacular Cairngorms National Park and surrounded by breathtaking, unspoiled scenery.

MORE

SNOWSPORTS

Enjoy the comforts of our restaurants and bars, leisure club and spa after an exhilarating day on the slopes.

MORE

RESORT

With two diverse ski centres just a short drive away, you'll find the perfect base for seasoned pro's and adventure seeking families alike.

MORE

RELAX, EAT & DRINK

A warm welcome.

MORE

Our Location.

SITUATED WITHIN THE CAIRNGORM NATIONAL PARK, THERE'S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!

Cairngorm National Park
Hilton Craigendarroch is situated in the majestic Cairngorms National Park, and there’s so much to see and do. With 2 diverse ski centres on our doorstep and The Cairngorms situated just an hours drive away, you’ll be spoiled for choice for snow sports. A day off the slopes to explore the countryside and find out what it has to offer, is highly recommended. From beautiful walks and scenery including Loch Muick and Falls of Feugh to wildlife spotting in the Linn of Dee and historical castle trails in Royal Deeside, Hilton Craigendarroch is perfectly placed for you to create your own adventure.

Ballater & Royal Deeside
Nestled between the Cairngorms National Park and Aberdeen, Scotland’s third largest city, this regal landscape rests in the magnificent valley of the River Dee. Stay at Hilton Craigendarroch resort and step inside one of Scotland’s most enchanting landscapes. Explore all that Royal Deeside has to offer, from horse riding and quad biking to Royal Lochnagar Distillery and historical castles. The surrounding grouse moors, native Scots pine forests, highland rivers and misty blue mountains are ideal for hill walking, mountain biking and other outdoor pursuits. There’s something for everyone at Hilton Craigendarroch.

Finding Us.

THE PERFECT LOCATION FOR ALL YOUR SNOWSPORTS, RELAXATION AND MUCH, MUCH MORE.

Where To Find Us.

Hilton Craigendarroch
Braemar Road, Ballater,
AB35 5XA, Scotland
t. 01339 755858
e. reservations.craigendarroch@hilton.com
www.hilton.co.uk/craigendarroch

Getting Here.

Hilton Craigendarroch resort is situated in the stunning Cairngorms National Park, just an hour’s drive from Aberdeen Airport.
Skiing

Whether you’re a beginner or have experience, the Cairngorm and Glenshee slopes are considered the best in the UK, perfect for all skills and levels.

Winter Orienteering

Test your physical strength and navigation skills. Navigate your way around the terrain visiting control points in the shortest possible time.

Boarding Fun Park

Free style your way around the groomed landscape showing off your aerial tricks or test your skills at the Fun Park.

The Lecht

Only 25 miles from Hilton Craigendarroch lies the The Lecht ski centre, at 2090 feet above sea level amid the beauty of the Eastern Cairngorms. The Ski School at The Lecht offers equipment hire and private or class lessons as well as free ride terrain, a boarding fun park and a range of slopes built for all levels of experience. As well as skiing and snowboarding, this natural playground offers other exciting winter outdoor activities, including a chairlift rising to 2,500ft, deval karts, tubing, fun karts, quad bikes and more!

Glenshee

The Glenshee Ski Centre is just half an hour’s drive from The Hilton Craigendarroch and has the UK’s most extensive skiing and snowboarding facilities, with an impressive 2,000 acres, 20 lifts and 36 runs. On offer is an amazing diversity of natural terrain for all standards of skiers and snowboarders. At the ski school you can join a class, learn telemark, hire an instructor or try winter orienteering! Equipment hire is available to book in advance from the centre. The area offers other exciting activities such as gliding, 4x4 off road and mountain biking.

Snowsports.

WITH TWO LOCATIONS FOR SNOWSPORTS, HILTON CRAIGENDARROCH IS PERFECTLY PLACED FOR AN ACTION PACKED BREAK!
The Resort.

A BIG HIGHLAND HOSPITALITY AWAITS YOU AT THIS INTIMATE COUNTRY HOUSE HOTEL.

Accommodation

Choose from one of our 45 rooms and suites that will fulfill all your needs for your winter break. Enjoy on demand movies, flat screen TV’s and en-suites, or upgrade to a suite for spectacular mountain views and your own spa bath to relax in after a day on the slopes. All guests can enjoy our 17 metre lagoon pool, work out in the gym or treat yourself to a spa treatment. After rejuvenating, visit the cosy study bar to warm up with a hot chocolate or a local highland malt, and plan tomorrow’s fun.

Entertainment and Activities

When you’re not on the piste, we’ve got plenty for you to do in and around Hilton Craigendarroch resort. Live evening entertainment is also a great way for the adults to relax, whilst the kids partake in supervised activities. Children can also play in the adventure playground or the children’s pool with slide and supervised Splash Swims. Around the resort there are many woodland walks and cycle trails for all the family and many sight seeing tours operate just a few minutes from the resort.
Time to Relax.

FROM A DIP IN THE POOL, TO FACIALS, MASSAGES AND MORE. WE REALLY ARE THE PERFECT PLACE TO RELAX!

Leisure & Relaxation

Unwind in The Country Club at the Hilton Craigendarroch resort after a day of energetic snow sports in the sauna, steam room or jacuzzi.

The 17 metre lagoon pool is perfect for laps or a lazy dip. Our on-site spa provides a range of pampering treatments to help you rejuvenate or you can indulge in a relaxing massage.

Eat & Drink.

VISIT HILTON CRAIGENDARROCH AND SAMPLE A TRUE TASTE OF SCOTTISH CUISINE.

Dining Options

For family friendly dining join us at The Clubhouse Restaurant for menus to appeal to all ages. Snacks are also available throughout the day and evenings.

Visit the award winning The Oaks Restaurant for an intimate and special experience. Treat yourself to the best of local produce, fine wines and malt whisky from the local Royal Lochnagar distillery. After dinner why not relax in front of the log fire in The Study Bar to complete the perfect evening.

Room Service

Fancy a snack or a meal from the comfort of your own room? Hilton Craigendarroch offers 24 hour room service for those relaxing nights in after an exhausting day on the slopes.